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Abstract
The main focus of this paper is to propose a method for prioritizing knowledge and technology factor of firms towards sustainable competitive advantage. The data has been gathered
and analyzed from two high tech start-ups in which technology and knowledge play major
role in company’s success. The analytical hierarchy model (AHP) is used to determine competitive priorities of the firms. Then knowledge and technology part of sense and respond
questionnaire is used to calculate the variability coefficient i.e. the uncertainty caused by
technology and knowledge factor. The proposed model is tested in terms of two start-ups.
Based on the initial calculation of uncertainties, some improvement plan is proposed and
the method is applied again to see if the uncertainty of knowledge and technology decreases.
In both cases, the proposed model helped to have a clear and precise improvement plan and
led in reduction of uncertainty.
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Introduction

panies [3]. It also important because it can affect industry structure and create new rules of competition.
Understanding the effect of technological changes on
the structure of an industry has even more importance in the era of digitalization and industry 4.0 [4].
It is perceived that competing in “high technology”
industry is considered as key to gain profit [2]. But
it also demands lots of company resource, since it
forced companies to adapt to the technical requirements of the market continually [3]. So it is important to look at technological capability of firms
with resource based view approach and make decision about technology investment regarding companies’ limited resources.

The world is changing rapidly so is the business
environment. This turbulent environment in business
world affects the dynamic nature of competitive advantage among firm and makes the competition more
intensified. According to Si, Takala and Liu (2010)
“The future competitiveness of manufacturing operations under dynamic and complex business situations
relies on forward-thinking strategies” [1]. One of the
key drivers of competition is technology change. Any
technological modification which could pioneer a firm
in an industry is considered valuable. Although the
technology factor plays an important role in obtaining profit for a company, it is not important for its
own sake. It is important if can help companies to
reduce cost or make differentiation or speed up delivery [2].
Technology changes and development could create new opportunities and as well as threats to com-

This paper tries to evaluate technology and
knowledge factor and connects it to companies’ business strategy. Additionally it aims to show how technology and knowledge decision reflect uncertainty.
Managing uncertainty in business strategy is very
important since it is replacing traditional risk mana33
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Table 1
Format of the questionnaire.

Experience
(1–10)

Direction
of
development
better

Expectation
(1–10)

Compared
with
competitors

same

Scale:
1 = low,
10 = high

Performance
measurement

worse

Quinn 1980 defines strategy “the pattern or plan
that integrates an organization’s major goals, policies and action sequences into a cohesive whole” [6].
Nowadays firms needs to apply strategies that can
grantee their sustainable competitive advantages
over others rather than only gaining short term
benefit. The notion “sustainable competitive advantages” (SCA) was defined by Porter in 1985. He proposed a positioning theory based on generic strategy.
His positioning theory classified business strategy in
three main categories: overall cost leader ship, differentiation and segmentation. In cost leadership category, companies seek to deliver product and services
at lowest price by different means like optimizing
process and standardize their products and services.
In differentiation category companies seeks to deliver
superior products and services by offering high quality and/or customized products and finally in segmentation group, companies focus on fulfilling unique
needs of selected segment of customer based on geography or income level [2]. This categorization was
not comprehensive enough because it did not consider firms resources and internal capabilities. Based
on Wernerfelt (1984), in finding optimal market for
a particular firm, its products and its resources
should be taken to account at the same time because
resource and product are two sides of a coin for firms
[7]. Later on Barney includes the role of resources in
company business strategy as they can bring competitive advantages to firm. Because firms’ resources are
rare, have no direct substitutes, and help companies
to achieve opportunities or avoid threats. Regarding
companies’ resources, competitive strategy is defined
as creating value chain that cannot be implemented
or duplicated by others easily [8].
Another classification of business strategy could
be based on Miles and Snow topology. In this model
four business strategy groups are defined: prospector,
analyzer, defender and reactor. Prospector are those
firm which try to lead their industry, their main focus
is to deliver high quality products. Analyzer tries to
focus on quality and cost simultaneously and remain
steady in their market. Defenders try to minimize
cost and focus on a mature product or market operation, they concentrate on process improvement and
prefer not to take risks. And finally reactor happens
in the absence of any clear strategies [9].

better

Business strategy

This model was introduced by Ranta and Takala
in 2007 and assists firm in estimation of what would
happen in future. This method is replaced traditional
way of planning production and is more based on anticipation customers’ need on real time. This method
helps firms to collect data regarding their experience
and expectation and provides a way for firm about
how they see themselves compare others in terms of
different attributes. Additionally, it helps firms to see
the development of a certain attribute in a specific
time frame [10–12].
The sample of questionnaire is presented in the
following table.

same

Theory background

Sense and Respond model (S&R)

worse

gement [5]. Therefore, this article is a step towards
modelling knowledge and technology priorities considering business strategy.

C1
C2

In this study, the following attribute has been
used for performance measurement in sense and respond questionnaire.
Table 2
Sample of performance measurement which has been applied
in this study.
Attributes
Knowledge & Technology Management
1

Training and development of the company’s personnel

2

Innovativeness and performance of research and development

Cost

3

Communication between
erarchy levels

Time

4

Adaptation to knowledge and technology

5

Knowledge and technology diffusion

Cost

6

Design and planning of the processes and products

Time

7

Short and prompt lead-times in order-fulfilment process

8

Reduction of unprofitable time in processes

9

On-time deliveries to customer

different departments and hi-

Flexibility

Flexibility

Processes & Work flows
Flexibility
Cost
Quality

10

Control and optimization of all types of inventories

11

Adaptiveness of changes in demands and in order backlog

Quality

12

Leadership and management systems of the company

Cost

13

Quality control of products, processes and operations

Quality

14

Well defined responsibilities and tasks for each operation

Flexibility

15

Utilizing different types of organizing systems

Flexibility

16

Code of conduct and security of data and information

Flexibility

Organizational systems

Cost

Information systems
17

Information systems support the business processes

Time

18

Visibility of information in information systems

Time

19

Availability of information in information systems

20

Quality & reliability of information in information systems

Quality

21

Usability and functionality of information systems

Quality

Time

RAL model
In order to integrate sense and respond method to
Miles and snow typology, RAL model is used. RAL
Volume 9 • Number 3 • September 2018
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is abbreviated from responsiveness, agility and leanness. According to Takala 2012, a firm can be optimized in terms of responsiveness, agility and leanness
by prioritizing quality, cost, time and flexibility [5].

Here, basic technology means the kind of technology which is commonly used and can be purchased or
outsourced. Core technology refers to the technology
that is bringing competitive advantage to company
currently and spearhead technology refers to future
technologies. This three different technologies differs
each other in terms of required resource and knowledge. This difference influences a lot in firms’ strategy implementation and in particular to the success
of high tech based business [15].
Table 3
Technology and knowledge share for different attributes.

Fig. 1. RAL model.

Technology and knowledge rankings
Knowledge and technology requirement is added
to sense and respond questionnaire to gather information about companies’ knowledge and technology
priorities. Since the companies’ resources are limited, so it is very important to find the technology
focus which is align with company business strategy and can grantee firms competitive advantage
and profitability. Based on Marone, 1989, technology
can provide opportunities and bring competitiveness
to firms. Therefore companies should integrate it to
their business strategy [13].
Towards gaining sustainable competitive advantage and creating core competences, knowledge and
intellectual capital also plays significant role. According to Libut 2001, achieving sustainable competitive
advantages is mainly based on knowledge meaning
that in order to create value chain, knowing how to
do thing is as important as having access to special
resources. In order to create value chain, knowledge
should be shared effectively within firm while be protected from liking outside. So, in order to gain competitive advantage knowledge, skills and intellectual
property should be easily shared inside the firm but
difficult to be copied by competitors. This kind of
knowledge which is “difficult to express, formalize or
share”, called tactic knowledge. Tactic knowledge is
very much related to firms’ experience, organization
structure and routines [14].
In order to evaluate knowledge and technology
impact on firm business strategy, respondents have
to estimate each attribute of sense and respond questionnaire in terms of basic, core and spearhead technology. In other word, respondents should detect the
share of these three technologies in term of each
attribute while the sum of all the shares is 100%.
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Basic

Core

Spearhead

Performance 1
Performance 2
Performance 3
Performance 4

Method
In this study, analytical hierarchy process (AHP)
model and knowledge and technology part of sense
and respond questionnaire is used. AHP method
is used to weight the component of RAL method:
quality, cost, time and flexibility. Analytic Hierarchy
Process (AHP) method is based on pairwise comparison between criteria and was introduced by Saaty
in 1980. This method is “a multi-attribute decision
instrument that allows considering quantitative and
qualitative measures and making tradeoffs” [16].
In order to calculate the partial uncertainty regarding to each type of technology, this paper suggests variability coefficient. The formula is as follow:
Coef. VarBasic =

Standard DeviationBasic
,
AverageBasic

(1)

Coef. VarCore =

Standard DeviationCore
,
AverageCore

(2)

Standard DeviationSpear Head
.
AverageSpear Head
(3)
The above formula shows the level of deviation
among participants’ response in terms of each technology type regarding different component of RAL
model. After calculating the coefficient of variance
(CV) for different type of technology, the next step
is to calculate risk level in partial and in total. The
following formula is used to calculate the partial and
total risk of technology:
Coef. VarSpear Head =

35
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c1 : Quality, c2 : Time, c3 : Cost, c4 : Flexibility
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When all the risk is calculated, next step is to
calculate sustainable competitive advantage (SCA)
index, using the following formula:
Total Risk (Geom) = [(1 − SCA)TK risk]1/2 , (5)
Total SCA risk level = 1 − Total Risk (Geom). (6)

Case studies and data collection
The data and cases which are presented in this
study are gathered during the student work shop in
Warsaw University of life science in Poland. The data which are presented here, are based on high tech
start up companies in which the decision about technology focus is crucial in companies’ success. Additionally they have limited resources as start ups and
resource allocation plays critical role in setting their
strategy. Considering all above, cases are presented
here are fit to examine the proposed method here.
During case studies, different group has started
the data collection step by defending main attributes in project (regarding project goal and its mission).
Then the next step is to estimate these main criteria
in terms of different technology share (basic, core,
speared).When the data is gathered, final stage is to
calculate the variability of coefficient and risk level
and to examine how improvement plan might affect
the risk of technology deployment.

Results
Case 1: establishing a new transportation
company based online scooter
The mission of this start up is to offer high quality and environmental friendly transportation ser36

(4)

vices for customer and having fun simultaneously.
The business model of this start up is as follow:
customer can rent a scooter on the station via app
and they can leave it whenever they want. Since
the process of renting works with net and online
application, therefor it is very easy and accessible.
Customers are charged based on minutes while the
starting three minutes is considered free of charge especially for preparation. No driving licence is needed for driving scooter and only ID card is enought.
There is promotion for long term contact and you
can have a friend (or company) with you using the
scooter each time. This starts up has the following
partners: manufactures of scooters, leasing company, local government, advertising company and ecofriendly organizations. Customer target group are:
people who follow environmental friendly life style,
passengers in rush, people who likes using technology
in everyday life. The core idea behind this start up is
to offer rental high quality scooter for a short period
of time. This business needs some spearhead technology (advance technology) such as: stations with
sun panels and tablets with navigation system. The
current competitive priorities for company are: safety and flexibility, availability and cost. And in future
it slightly changes to: safety and cost, 2. availability and flexibility. Manufacturing business strategy
index for past and for future is presented in the following table.
Table 4
Manufacture business strategy for scooter starts up, in past
and in future.
Cost
Past

Quality Delivery flexibilty Inconsistency

0.074

0.513

0.138

0.275

0.004

Future 0.275

0.513

0.138

0.074

0.004
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The uncertainty i.e. coefficient of variance associated with each types of technology are calculated
based formula (1)–(3) and the final result is presented in Fig. 2. As the pictures demonstrates, spearhead technology reflects the highest level of uncertainty in technology and knowledge decision making
process.

Table 5
The summary of risk level.
Technology
and knowledge risk
Basic Core Spearhead

Total
risk
(Geom)

Total
SCA
risk level

Past

0.66

0.74

0.88

1.33

0.36

Future
(after
improvement
plan)

0.45

0.35

0.78

0.97

0.31

The following bar charts show how the source of
risk and uncertainties has changed after implementing the improvement plan.

Fig. 2. The source of uncertainty in technology type, current situation.

Considering the available resources and company main goal and to decrease the level of uncertainties the following improving plan has been suggested: 1. to locate ten rental stations in the city centre
containing five scooters at each, 2. Customers could
return the scooter at the station free of charge otherwise there is extra charge in case of leaving scooter
somewhere else in the city. 3. Constantly observe the
availability and the location of demand and relocate
station to more popular areas if needed. After implementation the improvement plan, the source of
uncertainty would look as follow.

Fig. 3. The source of uncertainty in technology type, after
improvement plan.

Comparing Figs. 2 and 3 shows that total uncertainty decreases by 25% after improvement plan.
While spearhead technology holds the biggest share
of risk and uncertainty in past and after improvement plan. Following the formula (4)–(6) the partial
and total risk of technology would be as follow.
Volume 9 • Number 3 • September 2018

Fig. 4. Comparison of risk share in terms of each technology, current (before) and improved.

Having searched the source of uncertainty among
sense and respond attribute, the following criteria are
detected as critical before suggestion of improvement
plan:
1. Training and development of company’s personnel;
2. Short and prompt lead time in order-fulfilment
process;
3. Reduction of unprofitable time in process;
4. On-time delivery to customer;
5. Control and optimization of all type of inventories.
After improvement plan, the critical attribute
would be:
1. Code of conduct and security of data and information;
2. Information system supports the business process;
3. Visibility of information in information system;
4. Quality and reliability of information in information system.
Case 2: establishing an entertainment start up
based on portable scape room idea
The core idea behind this start up is that the
group of people enter to a space room (in here truck
trailer) and in order to find the exit way, they need to
37
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start up. Some improvement plan has been suggested as follow to decrease the level of uncertainty like:
deploy mobile phone app, increase the truck numbers and projects at least one yearly, corporate with
fuel company, offering bonus to customer in case of
recommending the company to someone else, and implement customer satisfaction survey constantly. After the improvement plan, knowledge and technology
requirement for each type of technology would be as
follow.
Table 8
Knowledge and technology share- after improvement plan.

Table 6
Company competitive priorities in past (before improvement
plan).

Spearhead

Basic

Core

Spearhead

Basic

Core

Spearhead

Basic

Core

0.284

0.160

30

60

10

30

50

20

20

60

20

80

20

0

2

30

50

20

15

63

22

30

50

20

70

15

15

3

20

50

30

10

70

20

10

60

30

75

15

10

4

20

50

30

10

50

40

10

45

45

60

20

20

5

30

60

10

10

60

30

30

40

30

65

25

10

6

30

60

10

10

60

30

20

50

30

60

15

25

7

40

50

10

20

50

30

30

60

10

80

20

0

0.004

Technology and knowledge requirement of this
company is filled by seven respondents mainly from
marketing, design and logistic department and the
results is presented in the following.
Table 7
Knowledge and technology share- before improvement plan.

Core

Spearhead

Basic

Core

Spearhead

Basic

Core

Spearhead

Basic

Delivery

Spearhead

Cost

Core

Flexibility

Basic

Quality

1

80

20

0

30

50

20

60

30

10

80

20

0

2

20

40

40

15

63

22

30

50

20

10

70

20

3

20

50

30

10

70

20

10

60

30

25

35

40

4

10

45

45

0

50

50

10

45

45

20

40

40

5

30

60

10

0

70

30

30

40

30

20

60

20

6

30

60

10

0

70

30

30

40

30

20

60

20

7

80

20

0

30

50

20

60

30

10

80

20

0

Uncertainties i.e. coefficient of variance related to
technology before implementing improvement plan is
calculated based on formula (1)–(3) and demonstrated in the following bar chart.

Delivery

Core

0.499

Cost

1

Cost Quality Delivery Flexibility Inconsistency
Past 0.057

Flexibility

Basic

Quality

Spearhead

solve a mystery. This scape room is portable and is
able to reach to customer place. This entertainment
vehicle is suitable for all the ceremony like wedding,
birthdays, parties and all sort of events which people needs to be entrained. The spearhead technology
in this start up is “holographic design” while truck
could be considered basic technology and advertisement channel is core technology. Based on AHP comparison, the business strategy priorities for this company are: 1. quality, 2. delivery, 3. flexibility and
4. cost. They are presented in the following table.

And the uncertainty related to each type of technology is presented in the next figure.

Fig. 6. The source of uncertainty in technology part, before improvement plan.

Comparing Figs. 5 and 6 shows after implementing improvement plan, the main source of uncertainty is spearhead technology.
Based on formula (4)–(6) uncertainty related to
technology and knowledge is calculated and presented in the following table.
Table 9
The summary of risk level.
Technology
and knowledge risk
Basic Core Spearhead

Fig. 5. The source of uncertainty in technology part, before improvement plan.

As the bar chat shows, basic and spearhead technology causes the biggest share of uncertainty in this
38

Total
risk
(Geom)

Total
SCA
risk level

Past

1.69

0.68

1.4

2.31

0.48

Future
(after
improvement
plan)

0.71

0.30

1.11

1.35

0.37
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Having searched the source of uncertainty among
sense and respond attribute, the following criteria
are detected as critical before suggestion improvement plan:
1. Adoption to knowledge and technology;
2. Design and planning the process and product.
And after improvement plan, critical attribute
would be:
1. On time delivery to customer;
2. Quality control of product, process and operation;
3. Utilizing different type of organizing system;
4. Code of conduct and security of data and information;
5. Quality and reliability of information in information system.

Discussion and conclusion
This study tries to present a new decision making to evaluate the technology priorities considering
business strategy. This tool, supports decision makers to decide about technology focus regarding companies’ business strategy and its internal resource.
The presented SCA model based knowledge and
technology here provides decision maker better tool
towards gaining sustainable competitive advantages
by making right decision regarding different technology level. The technology decision could be increasing investment or out sourcing for example.
Moreover, the model provides the possibility of:
• Observing the right type of operation strategy
(cost, quality and time) which could results in
company better performance;
• Investigating which company unit follow company
business strategy and which not;
• Take better strategic action by knowing the criteria which are unbalanced in terms of resource
allocation.
Companies which are presented here are high
tech start up. And in both, spear head technology
plays significant role in creating uncertainty. Using
this new development tools, this start up were able
to reduce the risk related to technology deployment
for spearhead technology and in total. The proposed
model also is connected to sense and respond method
which enable companies to detect the focus attribute
to maximize their profit regarding company competitive advantage which could be differentiation or cost
reduction for example.
Although the effect of technology and knowledge
on SCA observed by the proposed model here is not
significant, it cannot be neglected. The main role
of this paper is to investigate the effect of different
technology types on SCA level considering the unVolume 9 • Number 3 • September 2018

certainty in different technology level. In case study
section, the analyses are performed and the recommendations are provided for the decision makers.
Moreover, the analytical model presented in this paper could be considered as a great source to observe
the weaknesses and strengths of the companies’ operations and accordingly to take required actions to
keep up the sustainability of the companies’ development.
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